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ABSTRACT 

An interferometric method for measuring the total dispersion of 

short lengths of optical single mode fiber has been demonstrated. An 

analysis of the system in terms of linear system theory has also been 

carried out. 

The experiments were performed using a multimode GaAlAs semicon

ductor laser to measure the total dispersion of a borosilicate single 

mode optical fiber at a wavelength of approximately .873 um. The 

experiments were conducted using various combinations of laser spectral 

width and fiber length. Changing the drive current to the laser enabled 

its spectral width to be varied from 2.3 nm to 5.8 nm FWHM. The fiber 

length was varied from approximately 0.2 m to 1.0 m. 

An analysis was also carried out to explain the effects on the 

interferograms of the unequal mode spacing of the multimode GaAlAs laser. 

Two methods of approximating the amount of variation of the laser mode 

spacing were also developed based on analysis of the interferograms. 

Analysis of the auto-correlation interferogram allowed the 

GaAlAs laser spectral width to be determined. This data was then used 

to compute a cross-correlation interferogram and then compared with the 

measured cross-correlation interferogram. The value of the fiber dis

persion used in calculating the cross-correlation interferogram was 

varied until the computed interferogram agreed with the measured inter

ferogram, this determined the value of the dispersion for the fiber that 

vii 
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was used in that experiment. The experimentally determined value of the 

total dispersion of the single mode optical fiber used in these experi

ments agreed very well with published results. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Optical fibers are becoming more and more widely accepted in the 

area of communication and many fiber optic systems are in use today. 

The achievement of low transmission losses, the large information band-

widths attainable, the immunity to electrical interference and the 

reduction in size and weight compared to metal cables all serve to in

crease the attractiveness of optical fibers and assure them an increas

ing prominence in the communications area. 

Recently reduction of attenuation losses to levels approaching 

the Rayleigh limit have been reported (Miyashita, et al., 1979). This 

low level of attenuation makes very long haul fiber optic communication 

systems more viable. However the use of such systems for the transmis

sion of very high data rate signals is still limited by the dispersion 

present in the fibers. This dispersion reduces the information band

width of the fiber. 

Dispersion effects can be classified into two categories: (1) 

intermodal dispersion effects and (2) intramodal dispersion effects. 

Intermodal dispersion is present only in multimode fibers and results 

from the mode-to-mode variation of the group delay of the optical signal. 

This form of dispersion can be eliminated by the use of single mode 

optical fibers. However, even in single mode fibers, intramodal disper

sion is present. Although at present it is not possible to eliminate 

1 
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this type of dispersion at all wavelengths it is possible to eliminate 

it at one wavelength by the proper choice of fiber materials and fiber 

configuration. 

Intramodal dispersion present in single mode optical fibers re

sults in a frequency dependent group velocity giving rise to temporal 

broadening of an optical pulse propagating along a fiber. Intramodal 

dispersion is usually subdivided into two components: (1) material dis

persion due to the frequency dependence of the refractive index of the 

fiber material; and (2) waveguide dispersion due to the frequency de

pendence of the longitudinal wave number of the allowed mode of the 

waveguide. It should be noted however that the waveguide dispersion is 

not independent of material dispersion. Material dispersion effects are 

found to dominate except in the 'zero dispersion1 wavelength region 

where material dispersion and waveguide dispersion are of comparable 

magnitude. It is in the 'zero dispersion' region that the total disper

sion of single mode fibers is minimized and actually reduced to zero at 

some wavelength. It is this region that holds the promise of very high 

data rate transmission of optical signals. 

To date, two methods have been used to measure the dispersion of 

single mode optical fibers: 

(1) The pulse broadening method (Bloom, et al., 1979). This method 

involves the injection of a short temporal duration optical pulse into 

a fiber. Because the optical pulse has a finite frequency spread, the 

frequency dependent group velocity of the fiber results in a temporal 

broadening of the pulse. Measurement of the amount of pulse broadening 
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suffered by the pulse after propagation through the fiber allows the 

fiber dispersion to be determined. This method requires the generation 

and detection of very short duration optical pulses. How short a pulse 

duration is required is dependent on the wavelength region of interest, 

i.e., as the fiber dispersion decreases the optical pulse duration must 

also decrease. This method also requires the use of a long length of 

single mode fiber, fiber lengths are typically on the order of a kilo

meter. 

(2) The time delay method (Cohen and Lin, 1977; Sugimura and Daikoku, 

1979). This method involves the injection of a time modulated optical 

signal into a fiber. The optical signal then propagates through the 

fiber at a group velocity determined by the wavelength of the source. 

After propagating through the fiber, the signal has suffered a temporal 

phase delay inversely proportional to the group velocity in the fiber. 

Hence, measurement of the temporal delay as a function of the wavelength 

of the optical signal allows the fiber dispersion to be determined. The 

method requires high frequency modulation of a tunable optical source and 

the use of a long length of optical fiber. As in the pulse broadening 

method, fiber lengths are typically on the order of a kilometer. 

The methods just described for the determination of the disper

sion of a single mode optical fiber require sophisticated techniques for 

the generation and detection of the optical signals utilized, they also 

require long lengths of optical fiber. In some circumstances these re

quirements are difficult to satisfy. The availability of an alternative 

method for measuring the dispersion of a single mode optical fiber would 

thus be welcome. 
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The interferometric method described in this dissertation is not 

bound by the requirements inherent in either the pulse broadening or the 

time delay methods. This method is similar to an engineering method for 

determining the transfer function of a system (Lange, 1967). The engi

neering method involves the injection of a 'white noise' signal into the 

system and cross-correlating the resulting output signal with the input 

signal. In the application considered here it is the transfer function 

of a single mode optical fiber that is to be determined. In the optical 

domain the 'white noise' signal is replaced by a bToad spectral width 

optical source and the cross-correlation is performed using a two beam 

interferometer. The interferometric method thus uses a broad spectral 

width optical source to illuminate a Michelson interferometer containing 

a short length of single mode optical fiber in one arm. Comparison of 

the interferogram obtained without the fiber in the system to that ob

tained with the fiber in the system allows the fiber dispersion to be 

determined. Typical lengths of fiber used in the experiments were one 

meter or less. 

An advantage of the interferometric method is the ability to use 

an optical source requiring no external modulation, thereby avoiding the 

problems associated with the high speed modulation of the optical source 

needed in both the pulse broadening and time delay methods. Also the use 

of such a source greatly simplifies problems associated with the detec

tion of the optical signal. A further advantage of the interferometric 

method is the ability to use short lengths of optical fiber. The disad

vantage of the method is that it is interferometric in nature and thus 

requires vibration isolation of the system. 
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The interferometric method thus offers an alternative to the 

pulse broadening and time delay method for measuring the dispersion of 

single mode optical fibers. The interferometric method allows the fiber 

dispersion to be measured in those instances when the experimental re

quirements are incompatible with those requirements imposed by the other 

dispersion measurement methods. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORY 

Linear System Theory Applied to a 
Michelson Interferometer 

A schematic of a Michelson interferometer with a dispersive 

phase object located in one of the arms is shown in Figure 1. It is the 

dispersion of this object that is to be determined and for the cases 

considered here the phase object is a single mode optical fiber. 

The time averaged output intensity from the interferometer con

tains a term proportional to the correlation of the field from one arm 

of the interferometer with the field from the other arm of the inter

ferometer. The total output field, E^,, is the sum of the output fields 

from the two arms 

E? = EjCt) + E2(t - T) , (2.1) 

where T is the time delay between the two arms. The time averaged in

tensity is given by 

I (x) = c e lim 
Z1  _T  

E* dt 

, T T 

= c eq lim Ei2(t)dt + E22(t-T)dt 

^ (-T -T 

+ 2 
} •  EI(t) E2(t-T)dt > . (2.2) 

6 
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Phase 
Obj ect 

Fig. 1. Michelson interferometer with phase object located 
in one arm of the interferometer. 
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The time averaged output intensity, I(x), is called the inter-

ferogram and it is the third term of Eq. (2.2) that is the correlation of 

the fields from the two arms of the interferometer. 

If Ei = aE2 and a is a constant, i.e., no fiber in the interfero

meter then the interferogram is referred to as an auto-correlation, 

whereas if E^ f aE2 it is referred to as a cross-correlation. 

With respect to the fields, the interferometer is a linear shift 

invariant system. This means it can be analyzed in the following manner. 

The input signal, output signal and impulse response of the system are 

designated f(t), g(t) and h(t) respectively. The optical signals may be 

represented as Fourier transforms with respect to the time variable 

(Mandel and Wolf, 1965). They can be written in terms of their frequency 

spectra, designated F(v), G(v) and H(v), in the following manner 

00 

i2irvt 

00 

00 

i2irvt 

00 

and 
00 

i2irvt 
(2.3) 

>00 

For a linear shift-invariant system it is possible to write the 

output signal as a convolution of the input signal and the system impulse 

response 



00 

g(t) = f(a) h(t-a) da 

= f(t) *h(t) , (2.4) 

where * denotes convolution. 

Alternately, the frequency spectrum of the output signal is 

given by the product of the frequency spectrum of the input signal with 

the frequency spectrum of the impulse response of the system 

H(v) is referred to as the transfer function of the system. Since g(t), 

f(t) and h(t) are real this implies 

F(-v) = F*(v) , 

G(-v) = F*(v) , 

i.e., F, G and H are hermetian. 

For the interferometer configuration shown in Figure 1 there are 

two outputs, one from each arm of the interferometer. The output sig

nals can be written in terms of the input signal spectrum and the trans

fer function of each arm of the interferometer 

G(v) = F (v) H(v) . (2.5) 

and 

H(-v) = H*(v) ( 2 . 6 )  

00 

i2irvt 

CO 

i2irvt 
(2.7) 
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The total output signal g(t) is the sum of the output signals from the 

two arms 

g(t) = gift) + g2(t) . (2.8) 

The output signals g(t), gi(t) and g2(t) correspond to the fields, so 

the time average intensity will be given by 

I = Y li™ — 
T-KO 

1_ 
2T 

g2(t)dt 

T 

Y lim 
T-*» 2T 

-T 

F(v)H(v)el2lTVt dv dt , (2.9) 

where y is a proportionality constant and H(v) is the transfer function 

of the interferometer. 

Eq. (2.9) can be written in the following form 

I = Y lim 2f 
T-x» 

-T 

F(v)H(v)el27TVt dv 

J F(v')H(v')el2irv't dv' dt 

Y lim -r=-
T-*» 

F(v)F(v')H(v)H(v') 

ei2.(vv-)t dt 

—T 

dvdv' (2 .10 )  

The expression inside the brackets is an integral form of the Dirac 

delta function; this allows Eq. (2.10) to be reduced to 
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I = Y lim -Y | | F(v)F(v')H(v)H(v')6(v+v')dvdv' 
T-*» 

— 00 

= Y lim I I 2 | H(v) | 2 dv , (2.11) 
T-x» 

where lim II 
T-H=O 

is the power spectrum of the source (Born and Wolf, 1975). Using the 

Hermetian properties of F(v) and H(v) it is possible to reduce the 

limits of integration on Eq. (2.11) 

CO 

I = 2Y lim f IF(v)I 2 |H(v)|2 dv , (2.12) 
T-KO J 

The sources used in the experiment are band limited with the 

spectral width much smaller than the central frequency. If the input 

spectrum F(v) is now expressed as the one sided spectrum Fg(v), it is 

possible to write 

00 

i = 2Y | |Fs(v)|2 |H(v) I2 dv , (2.13) 

where 

I F Cv) 12 = lim [ F (v) I 2 v ± 0 
T+co 

= 0 v < 0 . 

|Fs(v)|2 is the power spectrum of the source. 
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Determination of the Transfer Function 
of the Interferometer 

From Eq. (2.13) we see that the time averaged output intensity 

of the interferogram is proportional to the integral of the product of 

|Fs(V)|2, the power spectrum of the source, and |H(v)|2, the magnitude 

squared of the transfer function of the interferometer. H(v) is equal 

to the sum of the individual transfer functions of the two arms of the 

interferometer. Therefore, the quantity |H(v)|2 is given by 

|H(v)|2 = iHjfv) + H 2(V) | 2  

= iHjfv) I2 + |H2 (v) I2 

+ HJ*(V)H2(V) + [H!*(V)H2(V)]* . (2.14) 

Assuming no frequency dependent attenuation, the transfer func

tion for the interferometer arm containing the dispersive phase object 

can be written as 

H2(V) = A2 e_1^A Z2A + BF ZF^ . (2.15) 

Similarly for the interferometer arm without the phase object the trans

fer function can be written as 

Hj(v) = <*i e"1 PA ZlA . (2.16) 

In Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16), and Bp are the longitudinal wavenumbers in 

air and in the phase object respectively. ZJa and Z2a are the respective 

air path lengths in the two arms and Zp is the length of the phase 

obj ect. 
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and Bp are functions of frequency and it is possible to ex

pand them in Taylor series around the central frequency of the source. 

Assuming air to be dispersionless, the longitudinal wavenumber is given 

by 

SA(v) = f- v 

2tt , ,, 2n 
=  V  +  ( v - v  J  

c o  v  c r  c  

W ^ V - V  SA, ( V  •  ( 2 - 1 7 )  

For the dispersive phase object, the longitudinal wavenumber is given by 

Bp(v) = Bp(vo) + (v-vo) 3p' (xo) 

+ ^ (V-VQ)2 BF"(V ) + (2.18) 

Substituting Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) into Eq. (2.14) and neglect

ing terms higher than second order yields 

|H(v) 12 = aj2 + c*22 + {aja2 e*^AZD ~ ZF^ + c. c.) 

= aj2 + a22 + {aia2 e*^A^Vo^zD ^F^Vo^zF^ 

e-i!iCv-«o)2eF"(x>o)JF • 

e^-WC^D " V (VM - c. c.>, (2.19) 

where c. c. denotes complex conjugate and z^ = zi^ - z2^ is the air path 

differences between the two arms. The quantities 2ir [6^' (Vq)]~* and 
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2ir[g ' (v )]-1 are the group velocities in air and in the phase object 
r  0  

respectively. 

Using Eq. (2.19) and making the following substitutions, 

K = (»-vo) , 

* = 6A(VZD " 6F(VO)zF ' 

and 

T = [eA* (v0)zD - Bp' Cv0)Zp] , (2.20) 

allows Eq. (2.13) to be written as 

00 

I = 2y { [otx2 +ot22 ] j | Fg (£) |2 dC 

r  i<J> 
+ [aj aj e "|FsC6)|2 e-^'CVM2 ei2*T5dS 

+ c. c.]} . (2.21) 

Recognizing that the second integral in Eq. (2.21) is in the form of a 

Fourier transform it is possible to simplify the expression further 

00 

I CO = 2y|[a!2 a22] J I Fg (5) | 2 d£ 
— 00 

• [a, a2 e'VflF^Ol2 ê F-Cv^S2, 

» c. c.)| . (2.22) 

where £*"{•} denotes the Fourier transform operator. 



The interferogram I(T) is thus composed of a constant term pro

portional to the total output power of the source and terms that are a 

function of the path delay difference between the two arms of the inter

ferometer. The terms dependent on the path delay difference are pro

portional to the Fourier transform of the product of the power spectrum 

of the source and the phase object dispersion. 

Transfer Function of a Single Mode Optical Fiber 

The dispersive phase object to be considered is a single mode 

optical fiber. The transfer function of such an object is a complicated 

function of frequency. From Kapany and Burke (1972) it is seen that for 

a step index cylindrical optical waveguide the longitudinal wavenumber is 

given by 

BF = [ Ck nj)2 - Q2]h , (2.23) 

where k is the free space wavenumber, n^ is the refractive index of the 

core material, a is the fiber radius and the quantity u is determined 

from the characteristic equation. The characteristic equation is depen

dent upon the actual fiber parameters and is given by (Kapany and Burke, 

1972) 

i f ' - X " )  ^ " $  1. (2.24) 

where g ' - (u)/uJn (u), (v)/vHn (v), v2 = u2+ k2a2 (n12-n22), 

ei and are the dielectric constants of the core and cladding respec

tively, and n2 is the refractive index of the cladding material. is 

the Bessel function of the first kind of order n and H is the Bessel 
n 

function of the third kind (Hankel function) of order n. Solution of the 
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transcendental Eq. (2.24) yields the allowed values of u to be determined 

for the specific waveguide under consideration. This value of u is then 

substituted into Eq. (2.23) to determine the allowed value of the longi

tudinal wavenumber 3C. For a single mode guide u is constrained to lie 
r  

in the range o < u < ^ 2.405 and from Eq. (2.24) it is seen that u 

is a function of wavelength and the refractive indices of the fiber core 

and cladding materials. The allowed mode of a single mode optical fiber 

waveguide is designated the HE^ mode. 

Bp can be expanded in a Taylor series about the frequency 

Mv) = MVJ + (V_VJ 

+ %(v-vo)2 BF"(vo) + .... , (2.25) 

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to frequency. 

Writing out the terms in Eq. (2.25) more fully yields 

W - [kF2 " $2]* 
v=v0 

= eF_1tkF v 
V=V 0  

and 

V'V - * "V'2 * KF V' - <T>2 - 55"U"L] 
v=v 

0 

( 2 . 2 6 )  

Where kp = knj and the terms involving kp' and kp" are the material dis

persion terms. 
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The effect of material dispersion alone can be seen by setting 

u=u'=u"=0. This reduces the term 3n(v ) and its derivatives to the 
r O 

following forms 

W =  W • 

and 

V <V 

ep-cvo) 

V CV ) F o 

kF"(Vo) 

2ir 

c IW * VF' (V ]  

2tt 
[2 NF' (Vq) + vnnc"(V^)] 

o F 
(2.27) 

Eq. (2.27) corresponds to a plane wave propagating in a dispersive media 

with index n„. 
F 

The dispersion quantity usually reported in the literature is 

the change in the group delay with respect to a change in wavelength per 

unit length of fiber. The group delay, t', per unit length of fiber is 

the reciprocal of v , the group velocity in the fiber 
2 

t' = 

g 

dco 
(2 .28)  

From Gloge (1971) it is seen that it is possible to express the differ

ential group delay per unit spectral width of the source per unit fiber 

length as 

AX 

(2.29) 
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It is this variation in group delay with frequency that results in the 

pulse broadening observed in single mode optical fibers. It is also 

the cause of the broadening of the interferogram envelopes observed in 

our experiments. 

Examples of Calculated Interferograms 

To see the effect of fiber dispersion on the shape of the inter

ferogram consider a Gaussian shaped source power spectrum 

|FS(5)|2 = A e"^/w)2 , (2.30) 

where w is the source spectral width. From Eq. (2.22) it is seen that 

the use of Eq. (2.30) results in taking the Fourier transform of a com

plex Gaussian 

AR|A e"f ̂  * 1  H 6F" (V2F152} 

= A[a2+b2] 4 e ™az+bz T 

ei[%tan-> (-|) , (2.31) 

where a = [irw2] 1 and b = 3c"(v )Z„/2TT. If the time average source 
r  O r  

intensity is written as 

i0 = y  lFs^l d£ , (2.32) 

then the use of Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32) in Eq. (2.21) allows the inter

ferogram to be written as 
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T 

I = 2{ [a12+o22] i0 + 2y A' e" cos[a + C^pr)2 + $]} , 

(2.33) 

where 

and 

a = h tan (- —) 
a 

w. 

r nj- i IT rBP"(vJzcw2 "l2! 

t/g "z w2 \2 -i~ 
1*\'Lt—) J 

I / BF"<VzF 

(2.34) 

The envelope of the cross-correlation interferogram is proportional to 

e wA . 

The ratio, p, of the full width at the point where the value of 

the envelope for the cross-correlation interferogram is reduced to e ^ 

of its peak value to the similar width of the auto-correlation interfero

gram is given by 

w. 
P = 

1/TTW 
(2.35) 

Note that the ratio of the peak of the cross-correlation to the peak of 

the auto-correlation is given by 

A' 
aia2A^w 

= P (2.36) 
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By setting Zp = 0 the auto-correlation interferogram is obtained, 

for Zp £ 0 the cross-correlation interferogram is obtained. From this 

example it is seen that if the input power spectra is Gaussian then both 

the auto-correlation and cross-correlation interferogram envelopes are 

Gaussian. 

The effect of a dispersive media in one arm of the interferometer 

is to broaden the width of the envelope of the interferogram, also the 

peak of the interferogram is shifted to the point where the group delays 

in the two arms are equal, i.e., 

x =_£L.. _E2_ =0 
v v 

Si  82  

V ( VJZn " V (Vn)ZF 
- A ° " 2„ F ° F • (2.37) 

In the experiments performed only the broadening of the envelope, not 

its shift, was measured. For a given value of g " the ratio, p, of the 
r  

width of the cross-correlation envelope to the width of the auto-corre

lation envelope is a function not only of the fiber dispersion but also 

of the fiber length and the spectral width of the source. This enables 

a particular value of p to be maintained as g " decreases by increasing 
r 

the product Zp w2. 

The preceding example applied to sources with a continuous power 

spectrum, e.g., thermal sources and LEDs. However, in our experiment a 

laser was used as the source. If it is assumed that the laser power 

spectrum is a Gaussian line shape with multiple longitudinal modes, then 

the source power spectrum can be written as 
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|FSU)|2 = A e " a / v ) Z  i comb(£/d) , (2.38) 

where 

l 00 

comb(£/d) = \ <5(£-nd) . 
n=-» 

The Fourier transform of a Gaussian is another Gaussian, the 

transform of a comb function is another comb function and the transform 

of a product is a convolution so it is possible to write 

j|Fs(S)|2 e"1%BFM(vo)ZF 

{ = A s [a2+b2] 4 e 

a 2 
k -it a^+b^ T 

ei[h tan J(- a) + * az+b* T2] | * comb(dT-) (2.39) 

and the interferogram as 

(— )2 

1=2 |[a12+a22] Ip + 2 A' e WA* 

cos [a + (—^-)2 + <{>] > * comb(dx). (2.40) 
Wc ) 

The new interferogram, Eq. (2.40),  is of the same form as Eq. 

(2.33) but now it is repeated at intervals given by AT = , where d is 

the laser mode spacing. 

From Eq. (2.40) it is seen that for a laser source with equally 

spaced modes the shape of the envelope of the peaks of the interferogram 
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is dependent only on the shape of the envelope of the laser power 

spectrum while the spacing between repetitions of the interferogram 

envelope peaks is dependent only on the laser mode spacing. 

Sensitivity of the Interferometric Method 

To assess the interferogram sensitivity, assume as an example a 

Gaussian shaped continuous power spectrum. In this case Eq. (2.34) 

specifies the width of the envelope of the central peak of the cross-

correlation; taking the derivative of Eq. (2.34) with respect to gp"(vo) 

gives 

DV 1 V''V2F2"2 

dBF"(\>0) 41 r t 
z* 

(2.41) 

Rewriting in terms of p, the ratio of the width of the cross-correlation 

peak to the width of the auto-correlation peak yields 

AV -2 A6F" 
= [1 " P ] -TTn • (2-42) W "  L  R "  

A 

From this it is seen that the relative change of the cross-correlation 

interferogram width is directly proportional to the relative change of 

the fiber dispersion. The constant of proportionality increases as the 

ratio of the cross-correlation width to the auto-correlation width in

creases. Experimentally it is easy to measure the width of the inter

ferogram peaks to within a few tenths of micrometers independent of the 

width of the interferogram; hence the sensitivity is greater for cross-

correlation interferograms with wider peaks. Assuming an interferogram 
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width of approximately 100 ym, corner cube displacement sensitivity of 

approximately 0.1 ym and a broadening ratio of approximately 2, Eq. 

(2.42) implies a theoretical ability to detect relative changes as 

_3 
small as 10 in the fiber dispersion. 

Using Eq. (2.35), Figure 2 plots p versus fiber length Zp for 

various assumed values of source spectral width and fiber dispersion. 

From Figure 2 it is seen that as the fiber dispersion decreases the 

source spectral width or the fiber length or both must be increased to 

maintain a given broadening ratio. The fiber dispersion values were 

calculated using the results presented in Sugimura and Daikoku (1979). 

It is expected that the interferometric method will find its 

greatest usefulness in the zero dispersion region. To see this consider 

the example given on page 18; from Eq. (2.35) it is seen that as the 

fiber dispersion Bp" decreases it is only necessary to increase the 

product of the fiber length z„ and the square of the source spectral 
r 

width w to maintain a constant broadening ratio p. A source with a 

variable spectral width can be realized using an arc lamp and bandpass 

filters. Using this type of source in the zero dispersion region, it 

would be a relatively simple matter to maintain a constant broadening 

ratio by using different filters with appropriately increasing spectral 

widths. Increasing the spectral width of the filters has the additional 

advantage of increasing the amount of light propagating through the 

interferometer thus facilitating detection and recording of the inter-

ferograms. 

For both the pulse broadening method and the time delay method 

the system requirements become more severe as the fiber dispersion 
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Fig. 2. Peak broadening ratio versus fiber length for various values of 
source spectral width. 
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decreases. However, based on the considerations just outlined it 

appears that for certain source choices the interferometric method 

system requirements become less severe as the fiber dispersion de

creases. It thus seems reasonable to expect the interferometric method 

to become most useful in the spectral region that is of the most inter

est for low-loss high-bandwidth communication systems. 

The Effect of Unequal Laser Mode Spacing 
on the Correlation Interferograms 

The source used in our experiments was a wide spectral width 

multi-mode GaAlAs laser emitting at .873 ym. The problem encountered 

in using this type of laser is the unequal mode spacing of the spectrum, 

resulting in modification of the interferogram obtained in Eq. (2.40). 

The important difference is the change in the width of the envelope of 

the interferogram peaks as a function of the delay between the inter

ferometer arms, thereby complicating the analysis. At this point it may 

be helpful to refer to the interferograms shown in Figures 4, 6 and 7. 

These interferograms illustrate the effect of the multi-longitudinal mode 

structure of the laser spectrum and the effect of the unequal separation 

between the longitudinal modes of the laser spectrum. 

The unequal mode spacing may arise from many possible causes. 

Probably chief among these is the high dispersion of GaAlAs around the 

bandgap where these lasers are operated. Index values as a function of 

frequency have been measured for GaAlAs (Casey, et al., 1974 and Sell, 

et al., 1974) and GaAs (Marple, 1964) for various doping levels but not 

for inverted populations, which will change the dispersion properties. 

Further complications arise due to the fact that the laser is a wave
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guide and hence the allowed modes are dependent not only on the spatial 

distribution of the indices and material dispersion of the (population-

inverted) lasing media but also on the spatial distribution of the index 

and material dispersion of the non-inverted surrounding media. Other 

effects include frequency pulling, spatial hole burning and structural 

imperfections. 

Despite the complicated mode structure of the laser it was found 

that a simple approximation of the mode frequencies was adequate to 

explain the observed interferograms. The approximation used is the 

following: 

where 

v = v - v = £ + h. a2 £ 2, (2.43) 
q m o q q J 

eq - q «Co)v 

and 

q = 0, ±1, ±2, . .. 

The quantity a2 is a constant, Vq is the center frequency of the laser, 

vm is an allowed laser mode frequency and 6 is the nominal frequency 

separation between adjacent modes. The quantity is given by 

«(0)" = 2J T  (2-44> 
g 

where ng is the group index of the laser at the center frequency Vq and 

£ is the length of the laser cavity. The value of 6^°^v is the recipro

cal of the time delay between adjacent envelope peaks of the interfero-

gram. 
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Justification for the reasonableness of the above expansion can 

be argued as follows: for a Fabry-Perot interferometer, the resonance 

frequencies vm, are given by 

m C CO 
m ' 2£n ' (2.45) 

where £ is the cavity length, m is a positive integer and n is the re

fractive index of the media at the frequency v . The mode separation is 

given by 

A\i =: Am 
2£n 

Av = Am , (2.46) 
g 

where 

n = n + v 4^- and Am = 0, ±1, ±2, ... 
g dv 

If the frequency is referenced with respect to the center frequency v . 

Then Eq. (2.46) can be rewritten as 

c 
v = v - v = q -T-— , (2.47) 
q m o n 2£n ' v 1 
M g 

where 

q = 0, ±1, ±2, .... 

The quantity n is the group index of the media. For a disper-
g 

sive media, n is a function of frequency and this results in non-uniform 

spacing of the resonance frequencies. The mode separation can then be 

expanded in a Taylor series around the center frequency, v , to give 

v q " «  [R + (V"V * •••]! • t2-4 8'  
g J 1 v=v 
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Letting (v-v ) ̂ c = £ , Eq. (2.48) can be rewritten in the form 
o zx>n __ Q 

g 

V q ^ Sq + ?q £"g dv ^ng^J J . (2.49) 

o 

In the case of the semiconductor laser it is possible to consid

er n as an effective group index incorporating all of the possible 
S 

sources of dispersion in the laser. This expansion is of the same form 

as that given in Eq. (2.43) with the constant, a2, given by 

a2 = 2 n •— (—) 
^ g dv ng 

(2.50) 

v=v 
0 

where n is the effective group index of the laser. 

Using Eq. (2.43) for the allowed laser frequencies, it is possi

ble to investigate the effects of unequal frequency separation on the 

interferogram. 

Using Eqs. (2.13) and (2.19), the interferogram can be written as, 

00 

I = 2y |[a!2+a22] J | Fg (?) 12d? 

— 00 
CO 

2a i <*2 Fg (5) |2 COS[BA(£)ZD- eF(e)2F] dC} * (2'51) 

The interferogram modulation, I , is defined by the second term in the 

above expression 

00 

!m = Y | lFs(°l2 C0S[Ba(5)zd - UF(OzF]de . (2.52) 
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The laser power spectrum can be modeled as 

CD 

|F (Ol2 = I A(v ) 6(e-v ) , (2.53) 
V S —CO H " 

where 6 (£-v ) is a Dirac delta function. 
q 

Substituting this into the interferogram modulation term results in 

!m = Y 
v = » A(Vq)C°S[3A(Vq)ZD " 3F(Vq)ZF] ' (2>54) 

Vq -oo 

where Vq is given by Eq. (2.43) and A(Vq) is the envelope of the laser 

power spectrum. Substituting Eq. (2.43) into the Taylor series expan

sions, Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18), of the longitudinal wavenumbers and 

gp yields 

MV - W * V <V + 52 *2 EQ2 SA' <V <2'55> 

and 

gF(V = ^F^o-1 + [ Sq + h a2 ̂  

+ % [5q + h a2 Kq2]2 ep"(vo) + 

* MV + 5Q V (V 

+  hz q
2  [a2 BF ' (V0) + EF"(v0)] . (2.56) 

Regrouping the phase terms and only keeping terms up to second order in 

E enables Eq. (2.54) to be written as 
4 
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'« " Y I „A CV COS { [SA (VO)!D " PFCVO)zF] 

q 

I6A'^O'ZD- V<VzF> 

* % 5q2 lA2 V(VZD - a2 V(VZF - 6F"{VZF'} 

- T I A (5 ) cos|[6Atvo)zD - 6 {v )z ] 
F  =—oo ~ v 
Eq 

+ «q SA' ( V O ) Z C * * 5<,2[a2 6A'tvo»zc " eF"<vo)zF]} 1 

(2.57) 

where 

zc = 16A' (VZD " V (VZF1/6A'CV 

= c T . (2.58) 

The quantity T is the group delay difference between the two arms of 

the interferometer. Now examine Eq. (2.57) to see what effects it pre

dicts . 

CASE 1: Auto-correlation. The effects on the auto-correlation 

interferogram can be seen by setting zp = 0 in Eq. (2.57) and Eq. (2.58) 

= I C°S{SA(%,°)ZD * 5q SA'CVZc q °° 

* 15 a* 5q2 <V<Vzc} (2.59) 



The third term in this expression is equivalent to a delay dependent 

dispersion term. As zc increases the delay dependent dispersion term 

also increases; hence the width of the envelope peaks of the interfero-

gram increases monotonically as zincreases. 

In our experiments, the width of the envelope peaks is approxi-

-4 -4 
mately 10 m and a2 is a small number, a2 ^ -10 sec. If z£ is 

expressed as 

z = z + 6 , (2.60) 
c cp 

where z is the distance from the center of the envelope of peak p to 

the point where the group delays are equal, i.e., p=0 and zc=0, it is 

seen that the term h. a2 3^' (v0)zc is approximately constant within 

any envelope peak. The effect of the term a2 $A'(v )6 is to modify the 
A 0 

phase of the interferogram. The term a2 $A'(v0)zCp is constant within 

a given envelope peak and in this respect it has the same effect on that 

peak of the auto-correlation interferogram as the fiber dispersion has 

on the cross-correlation interferogram of a laser source with uniform 

mode separation. The rate at which the peaks broaden is a function of 

the value of a2 and the power spectral width of the laser, e.g., the 

rate of broadening is larger for large values of a2 and for wide laser 

power spectra. 

CASE II: Cross-correlation. In this case, from Eq. (2.57) it 

is seen that the dispersion term consists of a delay dependent term, 

a2 (v0)zc> anc* a delay independent term, gp"(vo)Zp. The delay inde

pendent term is due to the optical fiber dispersion. 
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Again setting zc = z + 6, Eq. (2.57) can be written as 

= Y 
r 1„MV C°S {[VVZD " W2F] 

q 

* 5q
2[a2 6A '  {VO)S * a2 6/ (VO)ZC P  -  CvQ52P]  J. . 

( 2 . 61 )  

For the laser and fibers used in this experiment |3p"(vo)Zp| >> 

|a2&'(v )6|. Thus when the group delays in the interferometer arms are 
/\ 0 

equal, i.e. p = 0 and z = z^o = 0, the broadening of the central peak 

is due to the dispersion of the optical fiber and is the same as that 

predicted for the cross-correlation interferogram envelope width using 

a laser source with equal mode separation. Thus only this central peak 

needs to be identified and measured to determine the dispersion of the 

optical fiber. 

A further effect of the unequal mode separation can be seen by 

noting that the quantity La2^^'(v0)zc ~ ^F"^VO^zF^ decreases as z 

decreases and reaches a minimum when the group delay difference 

?£-=- — |g "(v )z_/a2B.'(v )|. This implies that the widths of the 
c  c ' F  o  F  A  o '  r  

envelope peaks decrease as z£ decreases and if it happens that for some 

value of "p", Z = - | &P" (VO)ZP/a23^' (Vq) |, then the width of this 

cross-correlation envelope peak will be identical to that of the central 

envelope peak of the auto-correlation. 



CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 

The experimental configurations used in measuring the auto

correlation and cross-correlation interferograms are shown in Figure 

3(a) and Figure 3(b) respectively. 

The GaAlAs semiconductor laser, LSI, emitted at approximately 

.873 mm and was operated cw. The laser temperature was stabilized by 

mounting the laser to a copper block which was in turn mounted on a 

thermoelectric cooler. Feedback electronics maintained the temperature 

at a fixed value. The GaAlAs beam was collimated using the xlO micro

scope objective LI. The beam from the HeNe laser, LS2, was made co-

linear with the GaAlAs beam using an uncoated glass beamsplitter, BS1, 

and both were coupled into the fiber using the xlO microscope objective 

L2. The xlO microscope objective L3 recollimated both laser beams after 

they had propagated the length of the fiber. The HeNe beam was used both 

as a visual alignment aid and as a reference in measuring the displace

ment of the corner cube. 

The corner cube, CC1, was attached to a translation stage driven 

by a Burleigh •Inchworm1 system. This system had a resolution of 20 nm, 

a range of 25 mm and was electronically controlled. The use of a corner 

cube eased the restrictions on the translation stage by minimizing 

effects due to twisting of the stage during translation. The corner 

cube was positioned such that the retro-reflected beams were offset by 
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(a) Auto-correlation configuration. 
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(b) Cross-correlation configuration. 
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approximately 14 mm in the horizontal plane from the incident beams. 

After beamsplitter BS5, the beams are directed into the dispersing 

prism PI, allowing the GaAlAs laser beam and the HeNe laser beam to be 

spatially separated and directed onto separate detectors, D1 and D2. 

The detectors were silicon photodiodes operated in the photo-voltaic 

mode. The output signals from the detectors were fed into separate 

op-amps to increase the signal levels to that required. The signals 

could be fed either into a dual trace oscilloscope or dual channel strip 

chart recorder. 

The telescope T1 and the uncoated glass beamsplitter BS2 were 

used to view the input face of the fiber; this was useful in aligning 

the optical fiber with the focused laser beams. In addition, although 

beamsplitter BS3 was only required in the cross-correlation configura

tion, it was left in position to simplify realignment when changing from 

the cross-correlation configuration to the auto-correlation configura

tion. 

The above components are common to both the auto-correlation and 

the cross-correlation configurations. From Figure 3(a) it is seen that 

the auto-correlation configuration also includes beamsplitter BS4 which 

serves to divide the output beams from the fiber into the reference 

corner cube, CC2, and the translating corner cube, CCl, and to recombine 

these beams and direct them to folding mirror M3. Mirror M3 then re

flects the beams to beamsplitter BS5 and then to the dispersing prism 

PI. The auto-correlation interferogram is produced by translating CCl 

parallel to the input optical beams in that arm of the interferometer. 
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In addition to the elements common to both, the cross-correlation 

configuration, Figure 3(b), includes beamsplitter BS4 to direct a portion 

of the GaAlAs and HeNe beams back into the optical fiber via lens L3. 

That portion is then recollimated by lens L2 and then reflects from 

beamsplitter BS3 and is transmitted by beamsplitter BS5. The part of 

the configuration just described constitutes the arm of the interfero

meter containing the optical fiber of which the dispersion is to be 

measured. The other arm of the interferometer is comprised of the beams 

transmitted by the beamsplitter BS4. These beams are retro-reflected by 

the corner cube CCl to the folding mirrors Ml and M2 and then reflected 

to beamsplitter BS5 where the beams from the two arms of the interfero

meter are recombined and reflected to the dispersing prism PI. 

In both the auto-correlation and the cross-correlation configura

tion the HeNe laser beam served a dual purpose; first it served as a 

convenient visual alignment aid; it was particularly useful in aligning 

the fibers. Second it served as a reference to measure the displace

ment of the corner cube as the interferogram is produced. 

In all the optical fiber samples measured the fiber ends were 

cleaved using a Deutsch termination tool. 



CHAPTER 4 

INTERFEROGRAM ANALYSIS 

Method of Analysis 

In reference to Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the output from detectors 

D1 and D2 signal can be connected to either a dual trace oscilloscope 

or a dual channel strip chart recorder. The low cut-off frequency of 

the strip chart recorder made it necessary to limit the maximum scan 

speed of the Burleigh 'Inchworm' to approximately .2 ym/sec. Because 

of the slow scan speed, times on the order of 20 to 40 minutes were 

required to record a single interferogram envelope peak using the strip 

chart recorder. Because of this only the central envelope peak was 

recorded for the auto-correlation interferogram and only one or two of 

the envelope peaks for the cross-correlation interferogram. The 

oscilloscope bandwidth was large enough that the 'Inchworm' could be 

run at its maximum speed if necessary. Oscilloscope traces were 

recorded on Polaroid film and usually many of the interferogram enve

lope peaks were recorded. 

The interferogram analysis proceeded in the following manner. 

First the dual channel strip chart recording of the central peak of the 

auto-correlation interferogram is examined. The HeNe reference beam 

interferogram is used to accurately determine the distance traveled by 

the corner cube and an attempt is made to express the shape of the 
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envelope of the peak in a simple form. It was found that expressions 

of the form 

e~lzc/w'l 

or 

[1 + (Zc/W')2]"1 (4<2) 

worked very well in describing the envelope of the central auto-correla

tion peak. These forms have the additional advantage that their Fourier 

transforms are also simple expressions (Gaskill, 1978) 

A r f  1 = 2 =  
\6  / 1 + (2TTW '£)Z 1 + (5/w) T > (4.3) 

and 

#•{[1 *(^)2r1} - %e-|2TO'5' , (4.4) 

where & {•} is the Fourier transform operator. 

After fitting the recorded auto-correlation peak to either Eq. 

(4.1) or (4.2) the width w' of the envelope peak is determined and the 

width w of the GaAlAs laser power spectrum can be calculated. This is 

possible since, from Eq. (2.22), it is seen that the laser power spec

trum and the peaks of the auto-correlation interferogram are Fourier 

transform pairs; this relationship is true to a very good approximation 

for the central interferogram peak even for a laser with unequal mode 

separation. The spectral width w is related to the auto-correlation 

peak width w' by the simple equation 
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This equation is true if the envelope auto-correlation central peak fits 

either expression (4.1) or (4.2). 

The computer program SYN, listed in Appendix A, is used to 

synthesize the envelopes of the peaks of the auto-correlation and the 

cross-correlation interferograms based on a given laser power spectrum 

and fiber dispersion. Comparison of computer calculated cross-correla-

tion interferogram envelope peaks with those obtained experimentally 

enable the fiber dispersion f5p"(vo) to be determined. 

The value of the quantity a2 can be estimated from the experi

mental auto-correlation and cross-correlation interferograms. Examina

tion of Eqs. (2.59) and (2.61) indicates that, for higher order 

auto-correlation peaks, the peaks are of a form similar to that predicted 

for the cross-correlation central peak. It is thus possible to get an 

estimate of |a2| by noting which envelope peak of the auto-correlation 

interferogram is approximately the same width as the envelope of central 

peak of the cross-correlation interferogram; the value of a2 is then 

given approximately by 

BF"(V ) 

l"*l % •(."), • ( 4-6> 
A o J  cp 

where 3p"(vo) has previously been determined. Another possible way to 

determine the value of a2 is by noting from Eq. (2.61) that the width of 

the envelope peaks of the cross-correlation interferogram reaches a mini

mum when Z ^ Bp"(VO)ZP/A2&A'(Vq). Thus by measuring the distance, 

z^, from the cross-correlation central peak to the envelope peak with 

the narrowest width, the value of a2 can be approximated. 
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It should be emphasized that accurate determination of the fiber 

dispersion 3p"(vQ) is not dependent upon the determination of the value 

of a2. The fiber dispersion can be determined by only comparing the 

shape and width of the central envelope peak of the cross-correlation 

interferogram to the shape and width of the central envelope peak of the 

auto-correlation interferogram. The value of a2 is only important in 

explaining the higher order peaks in both the auto- and cross-correlation 

interferograms. 

Analysis of Experimental Interferograms 

The identification of the central peak of the auto-correlation 

interferogram presents no problems, it has the largest amplitude and the 

interferogram is symmetric around it. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate 

two examples of auto-correlation interferograms. In Figure 4(a) the 

laser was operated closer to threshold than in Figure 4(b). The identi

fication of the central peak of the cross-correlation interferogram 

presents more problems, the cross-correlation interferograms correspond

ing to Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) are shown in Figure 4(c) and Figure 

4(d). As can be seen the cross-correlation interferograms are not 

symmetrical about any peak. 

The feature of the laser power spectrum that allows identification 

of the central peak of the cross-correlation interferogram is the pres

ence of a background of spontaneous emission from the GaAlAs laser in 

addition to the stimulated laser emission. However, the higher above 

threshold the laser is operated the smaller the ratio of spontaneous to 

stimulated emission. The spontaneous emission power spectra is a 
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Fig. 4. Examples of correlation interferograms recorded from oscillo
scope traces. 

(a) Auto-correlation interferogram, laser operated close to 
threshold. 

(b) Auto-correlation interferogram, laser operated farther 
from threshold than in (a). 
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Fig. 4. Continued. 

(c) Cross-correlation interferogram corresponding to (a). 
(d) Cross-correlation interferogram corresponding to (b). 



continuum, hence its contribution to the interferogram occurs only at 

the central peak. This contribution from the spontaneous emission in

creases the amplitude of the central peak, but as the laser is operated 

higher above threshold this increase becomes less noticeable. This has 

two causes, first the ratio of spontaneous to stimulated emission de

creases as the drive current increases and second the laser power spec

trum narrows as the drive current increases. The latter means that the 

effects of the unequal mode separation are reduced, and it is the unequal 

mode separation that is mainly responsible for the decrease in amplitude 

of the higher order peaks in the auto-correlation interferogram. There 

is also a decrease in amplitude of the higher order peaks due to the 

finite width of the laser modes. 

The cross-correlation interferogram is more complicated than that 

of the auto-correlation. For > 0 the amplitude of the higher order 

peaks decreases monotonically due to effects arising from both unequal 

laser mode separation and the finite width of the laser modes. For 

z£ < 0 the finite width of the laser modes again tends to decrease the 

amplitude of the higher order peaks but now however the effect of the 

unequal mode separation is to decrease the width of the peaks and simul

taneously increase the amplitude of the peaks. The result of these two 

interactions is that the amplitude of the peaks remains approximately 

constant while the width of the peaks decreases. This continues until 

V'(V zF  
2 ^ 5—T7—r > after which point both the finite laser mode width and 
C 32 A o 

the unequal mode separation cause the amplitude of the peaks to monotoni

cally decrease. These features can be seen in Figure 4(c) and Figure 

4(d). It is the contribution of the spontaneous emission that increases 
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the amplitude of the central peak above the adjacent peaks and allows its 

identification. However, the higher above threshold the laser is 

operated the smaller the effect of this contribution. 

An example of a typical strip chart recording for the central 

peak of the auto-correlation interferogram is shown in Figure S(a) and 

the corresponding central peak of the cross-correlation interferogram is 

shown in Figure 5(b). The laser drive current and fiber length are the 

same in both Figures. The lower trace in both Figure 5(a) and Figure 

5(b) is the interferogram due to the GaAlAs laser, while the upper trace 

is the interferogram due to the HeNe reference laser. Shown in Figure 6 

and Figure 7 are oscilloscope traces of various peaks of the auto- and 

cross-correlation interferograms. The laser drive current is the same as 

in Figure 5. From Figure 6 it is seen that the result of the laser un

equal mode separation is a monotonic decrease in the amplitude and a 

subsequent increase in the width of the higher order auto-correlation 

interferogram peaks. From Figure 7 it is seen that the central peak of 

the cross-correlation interferogram is not the narrowest, the narrowest 

peak occurs for ^ -3.45 mm. Again, this effect is the result of the 

laser unequal mode separation. 

Using the auto-correlation interferogram from Figure 5(a) it is 

possible to fit the envelope to a function of the form Eq. (4.2); in 

-13 
this case w' = 1.19 * 10 sec. Taking the Fourier transform of this 

envelope yields a laser power spectrum envelope of the form Eq. (4.4), 

12 
where w = 1.34 * 10 Hz. Knowledge of where the narrowest peak of the 

cross-correlation interferogram occurs relative to the central peak 

allows an estimation of a2 to be made; a2 ^ 7.3 * 10~15 sec. This data 



(a) 

Fig. 5. Examples of correlation interferograms recorded on the strip chart recorder. 

Upper Trace: HeNe laser reference interferogram. Lower Trace: GaAlAs laser interferogram. 

(a) Example of an auto-correlation interferogram. 
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(b) 

Fig. 5. Continued. 

(b) Example of a cross-correlation interferogram. 
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Fig. 5. Continued. 
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Fig. 6. Auto-correlation interferograms. 

Laser current is 304mA. 
Upper trace: HeNe laser reference interferogram. 
Lower trace: GaAlAs laser interferogram. 

(a) Z ^ 0.00mm, central peak. 
(b) Z ^ -1.15mm. 

c 



(d) 
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Fig. 6. Continued. 

(c) Z ^ -2.30mm. 
(d) ZC ^ -3.45mm. 

c 



(e) 
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Fig. 6. Continued. 

(e) Z ^ -4.60mm. 
(f) lCc a, -5.75mm. 
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(b) 

Fig. 7. Cross-correlation interferograms. 

The same laser conditions as in Fig. 6, fiber length is 1.004m. 
Upper trace: HeNe laser reference interferogram. 
Lower trace: GaAlAs laser interferogram. 

(a) Z ^ +2.30mm. 
(t>) ZC 'v/ +1.15mm. 

c 



7. Continued. 

(c) Z ^ 0.00mm, central peak. 
(d) -1.15mm. 



Fig. 7. Continued. 

(e) Z ^ -2.30mm. 
(f) ZC ^ -3.45mm. 

c 
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(g) 
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Fig. 7. Continued. 

(g) Z ^ -4.60mm. 
(h) ZC ^ -5.75mm. 

c 
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is then input into the program SYN and the corresponding interferograms 

are calculated. 

It was noticed that the laser power spectrum was slowly varying 

over a period of days. To minimize this effect the auto-correlation and 

cross-correlation interferograms were recorded with the smallest possible 

elapsed time occurring between runs. However, due to the necessity of 

rearranging some components in switching from the cross-correlation 

configuration to the auto-correlation configuration and the slow speed 

at which the data was recorded, a total of approximately 4 to 6 hours 

elapsed during each of the six experiments. 

Table 1 lists the relevant data obtained from the six sets of 

auto- and cross-correlation measurements. Table 2 compares the measured 

widths of the envelopes of the central peaks of the auto- and cross-

correlation interferograms with those predicted by the program SYN. The 

value of the fiber dispersion 3c"(v ) used in calculating the values 
r O 

-24 2 
shown in Table 2 was & "(v ) = 1.22 x 10 sec /m. This value of 

F o 

&p"(v0) corresponds to a pulse broadening of approximately 77 psec/nm-

km. In view of the approximations made in fitting the auto-correlation 

data to simple mathematical expressions, the agreements between the 

measured widths of the central peak of the cross-correlation interfero-

gram with the widths predicted by SYN are good. 

It is seen from Tables 1 and 2 that in this set of experiments 

the laser power spectral width was varied from approximately 2.3 mm to 

5.8 mm and the length of the optical fiber from approximately 0.2 m to 

1.0 m. 



Table 1. Summary of results. 

Experiment 
Number 

Laser 
Current 
(mA) 

FWe * of Central Peak Laser Spectral Width Experiment 
Number 

Laser 
Current 
(mA) 

Auto-correlation Cross 
(Vim) 

i-correlation 
(jam) 

w 
12 

(10 Hz) 

AXFWHM 

(nm) 

4-17 314 75.6a 107.9 1.65 5.8 

4-23 339 167.lb 260C .56 2.8 

5-16 330 179.7b 260C .52 2.6 

5-30 304 93. 7a 236.7 1.34 4.7 

6-2 304 113.3a 229.7 1.16 4.1 

6-3 335 203.la 250.6 .66 2.3 

aPeak of the form [1 + (zc/w')2]-1. 

Peak of the form exp(-|zc/w' |). 

The width was estimated from oscilloscope photograph. 

ON 
o 



Table 2. Comparison of computed and measured widths of the central peaks of the interferograms. 

Experiment R Auto-correlation Width Cross-correlation Width 

Number Measured Computed % RMS Error*3 Measured Computed % RMS Error*1 

(vim) (pm) (ym) (ym) 

4-17 .75 
.50 
.37 
.25 

34.2 
58.9 
75.6 
96.5 

41.3 
64.8 
78.9 
96.8 

11.7 58.9 
88.3 
107.9 
119.6 

56.0 
89.3 
106.5 
123.4 

3.0 

4-23 .75 
.50 
.37 
.25 

53.2 
110.4 
167.1 
212.7 

64.7 
130.5 
187.0 
247.0 

15.4 

260 

150.3 
213.8 
244.5 
272.9 

5-16 .75 
.50 
.37 
.25 

55.7 
1 2 2 . 8  
179.7 
256.0 

66.6 
141.2 
195.5 
265.9 

13.2 

260 

152.9 
217.7 
248.2 
280.1 

5-30 .75 
.50 
.37 
.25 

39.6 
71.5 
93.7 

126.6 

46.4 
74.1 
93.0 

121.5 

9.0 142.1 
2 0 1 . 2  
236.7 
267.4 

149.9 
211.9 
242.9 
269.9 

4.1 

6-2 .75 
.50 
.37 
.25 

43.0 
80.4 
113.3 
151.3 

49.9 
83.0 
106.4 
144.3 

9.0 135.1 
199.6 
229.7 
252.8 

146.3 
207.1 
237.1 
262.0 

5.2 



Table 2. Continued. 

Experiment 
Number 

R Auto-correlation Width Cross-correlation Width 
b h 

Measured Computed % RMS Error Measured Computed % RMS Error 
(ym) (ym) (ym) Cum) 

6-3 ,75 
,50 
,37 
,25 

69.7 
149.3 
203.1 
260.1 

82.7 
143.1 
188.6 
250.0 

10.4 160.4 
214.8 
250.6 
283.2 

141.9 
209.4 
244.3 
280.1 

6 . 0  

Relative amplitude of the interferogram envelope with respect to the maximum amplitude 
velope. 

This error is calculated from the four width values shown. 

of the envelope. 

b, 

"This width was estimated from an oscilloscope photograph. 

o\ 
N3 
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Comparison of Results with Published Values 

The fiber used in these experiments was formed of borosilicate 

glass having a core 8 ym in diameter, a 62 ym cladding diameter and an 

outer diameter of 110 ym. The fiber attenuation is approximately 6db/km 

at .82 ym and has a single mode cut-off wavelength in the range .75 ym 

to .80 ym. These values of the fiber parameters were supplied by the 

manufacturer and no attempt was made to verify them. 

Dispersion measurements on these fibers at .87 ym are not avail

able from the manufacturer and measurements were not performed by us on 

these fibers using any of the other dispersion measurement methods 

described in Chapter 1. However at .87 ym the total fiber dispersion 

is due mainly to material dispersion. Hence it is possible to compare 

our results with those reported for the material dispersion of 

doped silica in Fleming (1977). The value of material dispersion re

ported in Fleming (1977) is approximately 78 psec/nm-km at .87 ym. 

-24 2 
The value 3p"(vo) = 1.22 x 10 sec /m obtained in our experiments 

yields a pulse dispersion of 77 psec/nm-km. From this it is seen that 

the value of the fiber dispersion determined from our experiments using 

the interferometric method compared well with dispersion values reported 

in the literature. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

An interferometric method for measuring the total dispersion of 

single mode optical fibers has been proposed. The feasibility of this 

method has been demonstrated and good results have been obtained. The 

significant features of this method include: the use of an optical 

source requiring no external modulation; a simple detection technique; 

the need for only short lengths of optical fiber; and the use of stan

dard interferometric techniques. The interferometric method offers an 

alternative to the pulse broadening and time delay methods for measuring 

the dispersion of single mode optical fibers. For the first time, this 

method allows dispersion measurements to be performed on short lengths 

of fiber. 

The experiments reported here were performed at .87 pm using a 

multimode semiconductor laser as the source. At this wavelength the 

total dispersion of a single mode optical fiber was measured and found 

-24 2 
to be 3p"(vo) = 1.22 x 10 sec /m. This corresponds to a pulse broad

ening of approximately 77 psec/nm-km. The fiber used in the experiments 

was single mode borosilicate having an 8 ym diameter core. A total of 

six experiments were performed with the spectral width of the laser 

being varied from 2.3 nm to 5.8 nm and the fiber length being varied 

from .2 m to 1 m. In each of these experiments the value obtained for 

64 
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the fiber dispersion was very consistent with the values obtained in 

each of the other experiments. 

A laser was used as the source in these experiments but is not 

required and it is anticipated that the use of a thermal source would 

enable the fiber dispersion to be measured over a broad spectral range, 

including the 'zero dispersion' region. It is expected that in the 

'zero dispersion' region the greatest usefulness of the interferometric 

method will be realized. This is due to.the stringency of the require

ments of the interferometric method decreasing in this region where those 

of alternate methods are increasing. 

The effect of the unequal laser mode spacing upon the higher 

order peaks of the interferograms is similar to the effect produced by 

the fiber dispersion. Analysis of the broadening of the higher order 

peaks has allowed estimation of the degree to which the laser mode 

separation deviates from a constant. This analysis is a relatively 

simple task and the results are at least as accurate as could be obtained 

using grating and/or prism spectrometers. 

The principal problem with the current experimental configuration 

is the method of recording the interferograms. Currently the interfero

grams are recorded on a low bandwidth dual channel strip chart recorder. 

Due to the low bandwidth, recording times of approximately 30 minutes 

are required to record a single peak. It is then necessary to analyze 

the recorded interferograms. The most accurate method would be to digi

tize the entire interferogram; however this would be a laborious task to 

perform by hand. The method used in this dissertation was to approximate 
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the shape of the envelope of only the central peaks of the interferograms 

and to do an analysis based only on the shape of these peaks. 

The solution to both the problem of recording large amounts of 

interferogram data in a short time and the problem of analyzing the 

resulting data, would seem to be the use of a minicomputer in the experi

mental configuration. The use of analog to digital conversion devices 

would allow digitization of the interferogram data in real time. This 

stream of digitized data could then be input into the computer for 

storage and subsequent analysis by programs already stored in the comput

er. This type of system would allow the interferograms to be recorded 

and analyzed accurately in a matter of minutes, whereas the current 

arrangement allows only approximate analysis and even then the entire 

process takes days to complete. The availability of a computer would 

also allow the possibility of directly controlling whatever device is 

used in translating the corner cube reflector, thus allowing the experi

menter more control over the entire system. 

The Burleigh 'Inchworm' translation system that is used in the 

present system suffers from a feature that complicates calibrating the 

distance traveled by the corner cube while scanning through the inter

ferogram. This feature is the vibration of the translating shaft of the 

'Inchworm' as the piezoelectric elements clamp or release the shaft. 

This causes temporary oscillations of the corner cube resulting in un

certainties in determining its location from the interferogram. This 

problem was overcome by independently calibrating the 'Inchworm' system 

using a Hewlett-Packard distance measuring interferometer. However it 
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was found that the precise motion of the 'Inchworm' was a function of 

shaft speed, shaft extension, piezoelectric clamping force and general 

wear on the system. It thus seems advantageous to include an accurate 

distance measuring device, such as the Hewlett-Packard system, in the 

experimental configuration. Another possibility would be to replace the 

'Inchworm' with a smoother translation device, such a device might be 

an air-bearing system. 

An additional refinement would be the use of an arc lamp source 

and appropriate spectral filters. This would allow the fiber dispersion 

to be determined over a large spectral range, including the 'zero dis

persion' region. Because of the lower available power per unit spectral 

width from the arc lamp, lock-in detection techniques would be useful. 

In spite of the problems outlined above, the present experi

mental configuration allowed consistent and accurate measurement of the 

total dispersion of single mode optical fiber. 



APPENDIX A 

COMPUTER PROGRAM SYN 

The following is a listing of the computer program SYN. This 

program allows synthesis of either the auto-correlation or cross-

correlation interferogram. The user supplied input parameters are; 

the laser source spectral lineshape, fiber dispersion, fiber length 

and the value a2. The program is written to be run on the CDC Cyber 

system. 

68 
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PROGRAM SVN( 1NPU1 #OMTPl)T»TA nE'33lMP!JT»TAPE#>«OnTPIJT) 
DIMENSION sri^n,AA(B),CF(tf) ysF(a)»TA(4Ri) rxs(inn« 

ABF (l?!) ,8A(U in ,Zr>(«;M) ,  A (AC?m ,PST (tMl) ,F Clfln 
C THIS PROGRAM is M.SFO TO SYNTHESIZE FT THEM THE AUTO OP 
C CROSS-CORRELATION INT£ RFFK OfiW AM ASSTMJNG THE SOURCE 
C SPECTRA CONSISTS OF AN ARKAY OF DELTA FUNCTIONS 
C 242 13 THE FTKFR LFnGTH 
C DZD IS THE CORNER CURE r> I SPL ACEMEN' T I NCRFfFNT 

C IN METERS. 
r. W NU IS THE FWE-1 LASFR SPECTRAL WIDTH IN HERTZ. 
C PF CORRESPONDS TO TmP LONGITUDINAL WAVENL'KBFR IN 
C THE FIRFR,P DEMOTES ThE DERIVATIVE wRT FREQUENCY 
C ANLC, IS THF GROUP I\DE* OF THE LASER "EUlA 
C FA CORRESPONDS TO THE LOM&l T '.in I N AL WAVENUMRER IS 
C AIf?,P DEMOTES THE nrffJVATlVE i\RT F REQUENCY, 
C ^SI IS THE FTfTR PHASE TERM HUE TO THE SFCOMD 
C 0ER I V AT I Vfc O FF F M T FREQUENCY. 
C II IS THE TOTAL OF POINTS AT WHICH THE 
C INTERFFRHGRAM IS CALCULATED. 
C IS THE TOTAL M J ^ H F R  O F  DISCRETE LASER 
C FRFOUENCIES TO BE CONSIDERED 
C AMIJO IS THE NOMINAL I.ASER CENTER FREQUENCY. 

C ANFO IS THE FIBER INDEX AL ,87"M. 
PIcACOS (-l.fi) 

Z«2*l 
AMIJ0C3.'?F«/'*.«7?3E-6 

OZ')«l .^E-F 
WNU s9 ayfe7Fl1 
WN'US«WNU 
M M t L 8 i»i N U 

ANFO«1,«5P 
ANFP«3,6t-n 
BFO«2.0*PT*ANFO*ANUO/3.0Eft 
BFP«2.fl*P!# (ANFO*ANUO*ANFP) /3.HEB 
B F P P E I  
WRITE (6 t 11 Z«a, *F0,8FP,BFP P,BFPPP 

U U FORMAT(//, 1* ,*7a2«*,ElS.5, 1C5X,*BFOB*,F2P),5, 1HX, 
A/, lX,*bFP«#,E?!2.?>, l«X,*BFPPa* f  E2i^.'i, 1 0X,*BFPPP«* 
A,E2<?,5) 
Jl«3«l 
NNa3b 
W R J T E ( 6 , 6 5 ? )  

650 FORMAT (//,67X,* — ———— — —  — ------------— 

N N M 1 « N N - 1  
A N t 6 A A , 6 F T  
&AQ®2,3*PT** NUO/3.0E9 
eAP«2,»*PI/3.f/EH 
AL«2 f  3E-3/ (?,a*Ar:Lfc) 
DNI)0*3.<*Eft/(2.fl*AL*A!'iLrO 
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A?e.7,?7E-15 
C THIS SECTION COMPUTE* THF LASER SPETTRUH A MO FTBEK 
C OISPERSIO'l. THF TfcP.' S SfLl) AMD S(L?) »>ETFPMIf>'P 
c T H E  S P E C T R A L  L T M E N A ^ F  ( I  N  A N T  F  ( L ? )  
C THE LASfcfV FfiFOf'" wi.Ti-S. 

F (NN) S i.". 
5C".')s1 
til (nm) sh An 
IF ( N r-.i 1 e H y r 
on 
AMsFl.fUT (*) 
L 1 srvN-f-; 
F  ( I  1  )  S , A N * O H I N R I  +  I % S *  A ? *  (  A ' ' . ' * 0 M ' J 0 )  * * ?  
S  ( L 1)etXP(-F F ( L 1 ) / W M I N  * * ? )  
HA (H)sPAff^)+FfL 1)*f AP 
T \ f  <  L 1 ) sHF f I!!') + F n  J ) *»iFP + k5 ,5<rF (L 1 )  PP 
PS T fL 1) sn.F (in -,:<F f •;>J) -P (L 1 ) * H F P 

F (t.3) r f A».'*0^1IP1 **? 
SfL?)Br ;XP(-ff-(L?)/AM!)i»*P) 
flA(L2)artA0< K>)+F (1.?)*!^° 
HE (L?) sHF (f/r.) (L?3 n'Fpt^iinF fl.rf) **?*BFPP 
PSI (L2)*RF fl *)-hf (kM)-F 

t THF REMAINING RCCTTL.MS f.nMVTf Thi; IN'TFkFERf'PPA!^ 
C AM*) ESTIMATE THE ENVELOKF, 

NXAy = N\' + V-1 
DO V-"1 'is \ , '•! • li .< 
I S (N) alFl V rs (v) 'n 
•ifv I TF f t>, h'JX } r (••') ,  r. <' )  , e.M f v) , J S (*) 

bM•'j FORMAT (1 X , 3F?'i.̂ r S* , * T * , = * , 1 m* ) 
"4cCONTINUE 

CF(J)«SF(5)sj,'/. 
CF (?) e SF (a) s vsr (*) Si: nj. (f--1 / n. ̂) 
CF ( 3) «SF (?) o.SF ( 7) »CMS f »M /a . "I) 
CF (a) Bf.F (?) SSF f«) "CMA (>,-•' *PT/8.I/) 
CF (5) sSF ( 1 )*C',r' 
C F  ( # , )  R - C F M L  
C p  (7)s»CFf3) 
CF(8)«-CFf?) 

N  7 0 F | _  I S  T H E  S E P A R A T I O N  C ^ P P F . '  S P O F O D  I N G  T O  
C TMF LOCATION OF TMf r  ̂ I i T  P (-• H F THF I'vTFRFFRnr.WAM PEAK 
I  W R T  T M E  P O I N T  2 1  n WHfc'KF T H I "  GK'O'JP n t L A V DIFFEkFNCF$ 
C AWE EQiJAL. 

17) READC5,7b) 7i'F L 
75 FHRMATfEl^.^) 

IF (FOE (5)) *»'?«», ?i-< 
2p. Z0O»F'F p*Z<(?/IHAPJ 

WRITE l(>, h'M 7on,7'»t\L 
ft-/ 1  FDWMAl (iy»/*/l!Qa* #FlS vSf 1 fx , *Zl>E|_ .  E 1 b.M 

C THE I MTKRF F PORT? A" 1  Vi C  AL Tl;L ATfc n AT F AC'H POU T 
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